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The CI professionals have spoken, and in this issue’s
column John Wayne Ross and I will tell you their stories on
event intelligence creating value for their organizations
and how they got the support of their companies for
intelligence in general and trade show intelligence in
particular. This column follows up on a promise I made
last issue when I asked that “you to join me in Orlando
at my trade show lunch session and share your tips or
to email me your tips and experiences. Bottom line we
need to work together and share our experiences in
getting management buy in. I will share your tips with
those that read competitive intelligence magazine and
my column. Let’s help grow our profession.”
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their insights and experiences under the rules that names
would not be used in writing up the event nor quotes
provided that could in theory reveal who they were.

Companies appear to be going to more and more
events these days. According to the networking table
participants, CI staff is sent to some events but this is
more of a rarity and even when going the small size of
the typical CI team means the need to be creative in how
to add value. Fortunately due to a great position CI had
established within the organizations represented at the
table, they were able to add value in many ways as will
be described below. Also, given the success that SCIP18
participants at the session had in their event intelligence
The advice and stories below are rich in ideas. I hope programs, we have reported below a few insights into
that those reading this column will benefit from SCIP18 how they got positioned to deliver those results.
members advice and in turn send me their stories/
experience/advice so that I can also share it with our Adding Value When
readers. CI is about focused integration of information,
and as CI professionals, you can help our readers and Attending the Event
fellow SCIP members grow by sharing your success
stories with me. I promise to publish more of your advice While attending events was a rarity, the CI practitioners
did periodically attend events. In going there,
in the future.
participants noted several ways of enhancing both their
ability to help the organization develop intelligence and
The Setup
their reputation and relationships in the organization.
Here are a few:
I have said before that SCIP conferences offer a great
opportunity to learn how to do intelligence better, and 1. Helping those going to the show craft the questions
SCIP18 Orlando certainly lived up to this. For Trade that will be asked at the event: CI professionals know
Show Intelligence, SCIP gave those interested in event how to ask questions and most importantly how to focus
intelligence a great opportunity by giving us an event on asking the right questions. Participants worked with
intelligence table at Wednesday’s networking lunch, a those from the company that were at the event, helping
place where conference participants could gather to them to ask the right questions that would aid the
discuss event intelligence. I agreed to lead the session, company (more broadly than just intelligence).
but unfortunately for medical reasons I was not able to
attend so fortunately my good friend and colleague 2. Helping those at the trade show collect information:
in both foresight and intelligence and a top notch Kart Those attending events on behalf of the company are
racer, John Wayne Ross, agreed to take my spot and busy, especially if they are also manning booths, going
lead the session. John and I spent some time pre-event to meetings and so forth. So some of the CI practitioners
putting together our event intelligence plan so that the assisted company personnel at the show gather
lunch session would provide the most benefit for SCIP information. Again CI professionals know how to gather,
members. What follows is what those at the table so why not help your fellow company employees do this
reported as their ways of adding value at events and at the event?
how they got into the position to make this happen. In
terms of the “participants,” they came from a mix of 3. Learning from the sales staff: Here is a paraphrased
organizations, but typical to CI practitioners, came from quote that stays within the boundaries of Chatham
small CI teams. Chatham House rules were used for the House rules: “I walk around the show with the sales staff
session, which means that participants agreed to share – they sell and I gain insight by watching what they do.”
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Insights include learning how to better understand the directors and others in preparing for tradeshows. This
true intelligence needs simply by talking to sales staff guidance included teaching them how to ethically collect
information, defining intelligence requirements, counterduring the walk around.
intelligence training so that they did not reveal too much
4. Gathering information towards their key intelligence information when they asked questions, and so forth.
topics: Obviously while at the event the participants do Participants noted that providing this kind of assistance
collect the information they need for their organizations not only helped get information for the company’s
intelligence topics but what was apparent during the intelligence program but also helped to get more buy-in
discussion was that this was not the primary focus of for the intelligence program and raises the profile of CI.
being at the event. Primary was helping the organization It also put CI face to face with key company personnel
through intelligence efforts attain their trade show before an event.
objectives. A very good idea with today’s focus on
return on investment.
Getting into Position to Add Value

Adding Value When You Don’t Go
to the Trade Show
As mentioned, attending the show is the rarity, but thanks
to the respect and relationships that the CI personnel
had developed with the sales/marketing people and
senior management, the participants in our session had
got themselves in position to add enormous value helping
to prepare those that were going to the event. Here are
a few of the ways they did it:
1) Helping those attending the show frame their
questions: CI professionals should be good at helping
people figure out information needs and also assist with
approaches for asking questions. Participants talked
about helping company event attendees determine for
example what they needed to know from competitors
at the event and how to get those questions answered.

One of the key things we learned from the above, and
leads to the final section of this issue’s column, is that the
focus for many of the participants was that CI was being
used at trade shows to, in a sense, help sales forces get
sales. CI was nurturing relationships with their company’s
tradeshow sales personnel by providing training and
help pre show and support at the show not based on
what CI wanted but on what the company’s objectives
were for being at the show. In this way, CI practitioners
talked about this being helpful for building trust,
contributing to corporate culture and getting further buy
in for CI. By having continuous interaction with the sales
force before the show and when attending at the show,
CI becomes seen as a must have by the sales staff and
others and even better as the relationship evolved sales
staff even became valuable helpers for the intelligence
teams collection efforts.
The participants at our event intelligence networking
lunch also told us that trade show intelligence was part
of a larger package of CI activities that they did. This
was not surprising given how well entrenched those at
the table were with their organizations’ activities. CI
was engaged in strategic planning, part of the SWOT
process, had impact on the bottom line savings, sales, and
so forth. How did they get into this enviable position?
Many ideas were brought forward but here are the key
ones:

2) Helping those attending the show protect sensitive
information: Those that typically attend events and
staff corporate booths generally are and should be
enthusiastic, they should want to talk, and in doing so,
could say more than they should. CI staff were helpful
pre-event at assisting those attending to identify the “no
go” areas. They taught them how to protect information,
what do to if asked questions in sensitive areas, how
not to answer R&D type questions and so forth without
alienating potential customers. Having a plan in place
to help company personnel deal with these kinds of 1. Relationships and integration with sales force: As
was clear throughout the value adds mentioned above,
tough questions, no doubt, will help make CI popular.
trade shows largely involve the sales force, and the
3) Helping those attending prepare to do tradeshow participants at the table figured this out and worked
intelligence:
Participants talked about how they towards developing relationships with sales. Much CI
actually provided guidance and training to regional effort was placed on determining how CI could support/
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help sales formally or informally. Past columns have
focused on this. Trade show surveys say that the #1
reason companies go to trade shows is not to learn
about the competition. So if your #1 objective for going
to trade shows is to learn about the competition then
you are out of line with the reasons that your company
and its sales force are attending the event. This does
not mean you should not do competitor intelligence as
part of your event intelligence program. In fact, the
participants at our session did do a lot of competitor
intelligence at events. However, it better not be the
only focus of event intelligence, especially if it is not
the reason why your company is going to the event.
Based on what participants said at the table, take
time to develop relationships with sales, learn about
what they want, and use CI to help them.

By having continuous
interaction with the sales
force before the show and
when attending at the show,
CI becomes seen as a must
have by the sales staff and
others and even better as the
relationship evolved sales
staff even became valuable
helpers for the intelligence
teams collection efforts.

2. Reporting to the “C” suite: We have talked about
this at SCIP for many years. It’s about the idea of
reporting to the right part of the organization. It is
far easier to be integrated with sales if you report to
the “C” suite. How did this happen for the participants
at our lunch session? Well, as noted above, you must
ensure that what you are doing supports “what’s
keeping the CEO up at night?” For another, it’s about
selling yourself and networking in the organization.
One of the table participants noted that their CI lead
was a great market and promoter. In fact, this skill
resulted in the team climbing several levels in the
organization going from three levels down to reporting
directly to a “C” level executive. Being close to the
“C” suite does help to gain and maintain buy in, but
this can only happen if you focus your intelligence
on executive’s true needs. The direct line to “C” also
helps cut out confusion and provide opportunities to
promote the unit. Having a manager for CI who is
capable of navigating the C-Suite according to the
SCIP18 participants’ advice is clearly important
to marketing intelligence in general and tradeshow
intelligence in particular.
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We hope that the ideas mentioned in this issue’s column
help you. They come from SCIP18 participants who
have successfully developed competitive intelligence
programs. We appreciate the openness of the
networking table participants and hope that those of
you reading this column, in turn, send in your stories
and ideas on how to add value through trade show
intelligence. Send your ideas to calof@telfer.uottawa.
ca and let’s work together to help CI grow.
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